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Eriba Towing Jacket Fitting Guide 
 

These fitting instructions are aimed as a 

guide to the best way that we’ve found to 

fit your Protec cover. 

Before fitting, it is essential that the front 

of your caravan is clean and free of grit. If 

any grit or dirt becomes trapped between 

the cover and the caravan, there is a risk 

of scratching. 

Towing Jackets are designed for towing 

purposes only; we do not advise that they 

are kept on the caravan for storage.  

 

Contents 

• Towing Jacket 

• Storage Bag 

• A-Frame Strap 

• SNAD Fasteners 

 

 

Fitting Instructions 

 

1. Unpack your Towing Jacket and identify the two sides. The panel with the 

logo is the left panel, and the one without is the right panel. 
 

2. Slide both panels into the awning channel across the top of your caravan, 

ensuring the left and right panels are in the correct places. 
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3. Zip both panels together and adjust their position so the bottom lights are 

visible through the clear panels. 

 

4.  Attach the white SNAD fasteners to the press studs situated down both sides 

of the cover. 
 

5. Once the cover is in the correct position (the zip is central, lights are visible, 

and it fits nicely around the a-frame), remove the backing from the SNAD 

fasteners to reveal the adhesive backing. Stick these firmly to the side of the 

caravan. TIP: This step is only required the first time fitting the cover; the 

SNAD pads will stay on the caravan permanently, but if you do need to 

remove them, this can be done by levering a credit card-sized object 

underneath. 

 

6. Attach the elasticated hooks to the underside of the caravan skirt. 

 

7. Attach the a-frame strap to the two buckles located at each side of the tow 

hitch, passing it underneath the tow hitch assembly. 

 

 

Towing Jacket Features 

If you chose to have grab handle access, you will be able to access your handles by 

undoing the Velcro flaps situated on the cover. 

For access to your window, unzip the cover from the top and undo the Velcro that 

runs across the top of the cover. 

To gain access to your locker (if applicable), unzip the cover from the bottom until 

you reach the bottom of your front window.  Unfasten the elastic hooks, and one side 

of the a-frame strap. Undo the cover from the SNAD Fasteners on the bottom. There 

is a small section of Velcro in the top and bottom corners of the cover. Lift the bottom 

of each panel and attach them to the top corners via these Velcro strips to keep the 

cover out of the way while you’re using your locker. 

 

Care Instructions 

 

Clean the cover using warm water with a soft brush, a hosepipe may be used but we 

do not advise the use of power washers. 

DO NOT use any detergents or chemicals, as this will block the pores and affect the 
hydrophobic properties of the fabric. However, if you have any stubborn stains that 
will not be removed with just warm water, you can add soap flakes (the type you 
would use to hand-wash clothing) to the warm water to aid the washing.  


